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1 Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has exposed and magnified faults in the status quo.
The economic disparities between di�erent socioeconomic classes - such as
the severe inequality in access to education across racial divides - became the
center of inquiry and discussion.

The biggest barrier to enabling socioeconomic equity is the lack of
educational freedom, but the shift to distributed work and decentralized
education promises the ability to provide equitable education regardless of
one’s geographic and socioeconomic circumstances.

The pandemic has introduced opportunities for change. The power traditionally
held by large educational institutions has begun to shift towards more focused
self-learn programs. It has become clear to both individuals and organizations
that a traditional degree isn’t a requirement. A self-taught software engineer
with hands-on experience can be much more productive than a
theory-focused CS graduate.

However, a distributed workforce also introduces unique problems. How can
an employer verify the validity of an educational certificate that isn’t issued by
a well-known university? Additionally, how do hiring managers establish the
truthfulness of a remote worker’s past employment history? With enough time
and e�ort, any individual could create a fake LinkedIn profile with fabricated
employment and educational information and use this profile as part of their
job applications. These problems are often cited as core reasons why a
business hesitates to support remote contract workers.

A platform that:

➔ Enables tamper-proof verification of an individual’s past educational
history (whether the education is provided through a traditional
institution or an external corporation such as B9Lab)

➔ Allows employers to verify an employee’s employment history with their
organization

would solve the problems associated with a distributed remote workplace and
In turn enabling increased socioeconomic mobility and access to education.
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2 The Platform
Our platform has the following objectives:

● To provide a tamper-proof solution to the verification of educational and
employment status

● To make such verification easily accessible to individuals and
corporations

This is a characteristic problem to be solved by blockchain technology. The
immutability of a public blockchain, as well as the transparent nature of
on-chain logic, enables the creation of a source of truth for a particular
individual’s claims about past educational and employment history. Given the
developer tooling and the extensibility of the FA2 token standard, we decided
to build this verification system on the Tezos blockchain.

To encode an individual’s educational status, we used a first-principles
approach to break down what it really means for someone to have achieved an
educational feat. At the core level, a verified educational degree, certificate, or
diploma consists of these components:

1. Who earned it?
A source of truth for the person receiving the verification

2. What was learned?
A record for the scope of content. This could range from a syllabus to the
entire library of covered material. Additionally, there could exist a
measure of proficiency, such as a grade or an evaluation.

3. When was it earned?

4. Who / What provided the education?
A source of truth for the entity providing the education. This can be a 3rd
party provider (such as B9 Lab), an individual (such as a private tutor), or
an institution (such as a university)

This first-principles approach surfaced another problem - courses and degrees
change over time. This is especially true of online programs. An online course
could change year by year. Although the metadata associated with what
exactly was learned could be encoded on-chain, this could bloat the network.
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Instead, we decided that educational metadata, which could either be a single
PDF of a one-course syllabus or a collection of educational resources, can be
stored immutably on the global IPFS network. We would only need to store
the CID (content identifier) on the blockchain itself. Due to the properties of
IPFS, we can ensure that the stored metadata never changes as the CID is a
unique identifier of the content. This would ensure that we would always have
an immutable historical record of this education metadata.

Thus, the core components of an educational record can be encoded into a
token and its metadata. On the Tezos blockchain, we decided to create an
educational record through a single-token, non-transferable, non-fungible FA2
smart contract. When the smart contract is originated and placed onto the
blockchain, it is populated with the essential metadata, which remains
immutable and persistent on the blockchain.

Similarly, the core components of employment are:

1. Who was employed?

2. Who was the employer?

3. What were the duties of employment?
This includes the job title and a description of the duties carried out as
part of employment, as well as any additional subjective remarks about
the quality of work conducted.

4. What was the time period of employment?

We then see that the core components of employment and education can be
encoded on the distributed web. But one last question remains - who is
responsible for certifying a particular record? In other words, what is to stop a
malicious individual from deploying contracts that assert their falsified
credentials?

The answer to this is fairly straightforward. In the case of education, the
educational provider must approve the record. For employment, the
responsibility lies with the employer. In blockchain terms, this can be ensured
by requiring the educator and employer to sign the associated smart
contracts. The public signing address is encoded within the smart contract. As
it is in the best interest of these parties to prevent falsified claims, we can
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easily verify the signing addresses of smart contracts with the advertised
addresses of the associated certifiers.

We thus see that the Tezos FA2 standard, as well as the Tezos blockchain
ecosystem, can solve a key problem in the future of distributed work and
education. By creating a transparent and immutable method of verifying
candidate information, we enable greater flexibility in work and education, and
as a result, the breaking of traditional socioeconomic barriers.

2.1 Existing Implementations
Existing applications of blockchain to store certification and identification data
have been limited to small-scale implementations and adoption by a limited
number of governments. For example, the country of Malta has planned to
store educational certificates on the blockchain. A small startup, ODEM, is
tackling a similar idea based on the Ethereum blockchain.

However, there exists no standardized protocol for the verification of
educational and employment records. Given the nascency of the field, there
has yet to be a dominant player, making this a potentially large blue-ocean
opportunity.

3 Technical Implementation & Walkthrough
Throughout this section, we will discuss a proposed technical overview as well
as a user-facing walkthrough to highlight the key areas of user interaction.

3.1 Open Source FA2 Contracts
Our platform is built upon open sourced contracts based on the Tezos FA2
token standard. A record is deemed verified once the smart contract is
originated with the appropriate information. Each record represents one
verification from one originator to one recipient. The workflows for education
and employment are similar. We will go through these use-cases separately.
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3.1.1 Education
We have the following parties:
➔ Educator (Certifier)
➔ Student (Recipient)
➔ Administrator (Optional entity that can deploy the contract on behalf of

the educator)

To describe this workflow, we will adopt a persona, Catherine, who comes
from a disadvantaged background with no significant prior educational history.
Catherine has just been laid o� from a low-paying hourly job. In an attempt to
improve her life, she enrolls in an online marketing program, which works with
our platform to certify educational records.

Upon completion, she receives a one-use link to create her blockchain
certificate. This links to our platform, where she is prompted to sign-up (or
sign-in to an existing account). Upon onboarding, we automatically create a
Tezos keypair associated with her account. She is always free to claim
ownership over her keys, but we manage all operations under the hood so she
will never have to understand the blockchain to use our service.

With the created Tezos account, we now have all the information we need to
originate the smart contract:

➔ The public key of the recipient
➔ The public & private keys of the educational institution
➔ The public & private keys of our organization, which acts as an

administrator to certify the contract on behalf of the institution
(Optional if educator wishes to originate the contract directly)

➔ CID for the education metadata (syllabus, grades, etc.), provided by the
institution and subsequently uploaded & pinned to IPFS

➔ The date of certification, indicated by the time of origination

We then execute the blockchain transaction, paying the gas fee to originate
the contract. We then link this contract to Catherine’s account (more on how
this is done later) so it is retrievable for future reference. An example of an
FA2 compliant contract can be found here.

Using this verified record of education, Catherine now has increased credibility
when looking for employment as a marketer.
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3.1.2 Employment
By completing the marketing program, Catherine is now eligible for a suite of
marketing roles o�ered by companies worldwide. She browses our platform
for a contract job that suits her needs (more on this later). As she has
children, she prefers to work remotely with a company that appreciates
work-life balance.

She finds a few suitable postings on our job platform and submits her profile.
Because her record of education is certified on the blockchain, employers have
certainty in her claims about her past educational history. She is successfully
hired for a 3-month contract as a social media marketer. Her new company,
CryptoHamsters, also uses our platform for verification.

Upon completing the work contract, she requests a verification of employment
from CryptoHamsters. HR approves the request, and submits an employment
verification through our platform. They provide:

➔ The begin and end date of employment
➔ Metadata for employment, such as an employer evaluation, that we

subsequently upload & pin to IPFS

In this case, the involved parties for the smart contract are:
➔ Employer (Certifier)
➔ Employee (Recipient)
➔ Administrator (Optional entity that can deploy the contract on behalf of

the employer)

Our systems now have all the required information for the employment record
contract:

➔ The public key of the recipient
➔ The public & private keys of the employer
➔ The public & private keys of our organization, which acts as an

administrator to certify the contract on behalf of the employer (Optional
if employer wishes to originate the contract directly)

➔ CID for the employment metadata
➔ Date range for employment
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Similarly to the education case, we originate the contract and associate it to
Catherine. Her record of employment is now verified.

3.2 Linking Identities to Verifications
In the previous section, we mentioned that we associate verified records of
education and employment with a particular user. One way of doing so is to
store the addresses of the associated smart contracts within the datastore of
a parent smart contract. This would be a good solution to enable anyone to
query the verification records given an individual’s public key.

This is a viable approach, and helps to increase data visibility and
transparency. We also considered another approach - to store this data
o�-chain within an IPFS database, such as ThreadDB by Textile. This is not to
say that we don’t want to proceed with a public smart contract store, but we
simply found a distributed database to also satisfy the proposed use-cases. At
any time, an individual can view the addresses of their verified records, and
store those addresses however they would like.

At the simplest level, all we need to store within this database are two lists:
one for verified educational records and the other for employment records.
Each item is the public address of the originated smart contract. Our basic
schema looks like:

{
educationContractAddresses: [...],
employmentContractAddresses: [...],

}

For the purposes of increasing usability, we augment this basic data structure
to enable the creation of web app workflows that do not require any
knowledge of the underlying blockchain. This is discussed in the next section.

3.3 Platform Webapp
There is a strong technical basis for implementing verification on the
blockchain. That being said, our core mission is to enable social good by
increasing freedom of education for anyone and everyone. This means that our
platform should be intuitive and easy-to-use for anyone with access to the
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internet. Users should be able to sign-up for the platform using traditional
web 2.0 workflows (such as social login or email-password authentication).
Our backend logic would be responsible for issuing Tezos accounts to these
traditional web 2.0 user entities. As such, usage of the platform would require
no special knowledge about blockchain or the new decentralized web.

The core verification functionality of our system can be enabled by allowing
site visitors to easily check the validity of a particular record:

Additionally, we hope to build an education and employment ecosystem
around this verification technology. This ecosystem encompasses the following
components:

1. Trustworthy and transparent representation
The ability for an individual to demonstrate their proficiency through a
LinkedIn-like profile of past experiences and education (which are
verified by our platform, whenever possible).
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2. The ability to find the right educational path for a given goal
A service to enable individuals to carve their own educational degree
based on their interests and goals. Education is no longer centralized
and dependent on a university degree. We believe that flexible education
is the future.

3. The ability to find suitable work
The future of work is distributed. We hope to build a job marketplace
where individuals can search for positions based on their unique
preferences.

In the following sections, we’ll go over these components.
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3.3.1 Trustworthy Representation with User Profiles
An intuitive user profile helps to empower individuals to display their “resume”
of past experiences to potential employers and collaborators. This is done
through a LinkedIn-like profile, a mockup of which can be seen below:

We would enable users to modify and structure their profile to best
communicate their proficiency - much like how user profiles on LinkedIn can
be personalized. Whenever possible, we verify the past education and
employment history with a verification badge.

3.3.2 Helping to Enable the Education of the Future
In order to enable the issuance of educational records on the blockchain, we
must partner with educators and onboard them onto our platform. Leveraging
these connections, we hope to build the ability for users to discover courses
and build their own customized learning path. Depending on the goals of the
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student (ex. To become a marketer or software developer), we would
recommend educational paths o�ered by our partner educators.

Not only does this create a value-add for educators to be a part of our
platform, this also helps to enable the future of flexible learning.

3.3.3 Building the Next Generation of Distributed Work
With the increased demand and supply for flexible and distributed work, we
hope that our platform can grow beyond a simple verification service for
employers. Instead, our partnership with employers (for verification of
employment) could extend into the creation of a job marketplace.

This means that not only will individuals be able to enroll in a verifiable
educational program, they can find suitable jobs that are tailored to their
educational history. Individuals would be able to apply directly to jobs within
the platform.

For the employer, the hiring process would be greatly simplified. Not only can
corporations place trust in the validity of educational and employment claims
of the applicant, they can also look for suitable candidates within the same
ecosystem.

3.4 Demo - Verification Service
The technologies and workflows for developing a webapp are straightforward,
so we did not focus on this aspect when prototyping our idea. The novel
technological component is the deployment of our FA2 contract, as well as the
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verification of the validity of the contract. We focused on the education
component, but the implementation for employment records would be
extremely similar.

This verification service, when implemented for production, would likely be a
microservice responsible for interacting with the Tezos blockchain. We
abstract away the blockchain logic in this layer - all inputs and outputs
correspond to IDs in our internal database of users, educators, and verified
records. This microservice would likely be hosted within a virtual network
within our service mesh, thus requiring no user authentication. Authentication
would occur at the level of the web app backend, which would ensure that
malicious actors cannot originate false verification contracts.

This education-specific verification service has the following responsibilities:

Originating Education Verification Contracts (POST /education-record)
We require:
➔ ID of the recipient
➔ ID of the educator
➔ CID of the education metadata

We will then originate the contract, which gives us the address of the smart
contract. We then generate a unique ID for the smart contract for our internal
database, so that we can associate additional metadata with the smart
contract for other platform features. Thus:

interface CreateEducationRecordInput {
recipientId: string;
educatorId: string;
metadataCid: string;

}

type CreateEducationRecordOutput = string; // UUID of the record

interface EducationRecord {
id: string;
recipientId: string;
educatorId: string;
smartContractAddress: string;
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}

An example JSON payload would look like:

{

"recipientId": "c7db2bce-6d15-447f-9cb3-43a562a492dc",

"educatorId": "afac1d31-6c01-4619-961c-57dd260643ee",

"metadataCid": "TestMeta"

}

And the respective response would be the ID of the created record. For
example, KUrpNjyy_Ecr7zTfonDxy.

Retrieving a Verified Education Record (GET
/education-record/<EDUCATION_ID>)
We require the unique ID generated in the prior section to retrieve a particular
education record. Using this ID, we can look up the Tezos smart contract. Upon
retrieving the contract, we can conduct a few simple checks to ensure that
the recipient and educator (stored in our internal education record) matches
the addresses found in the smart contract.

We then return:

type GetEducationRecordInput = string; // UUID of record

interface GetEducationRecordOutput = {
id: string;
recipientId: string;
educatorId: string;
smartContractAddress: string;
metadataCid: string;
isVerified: boolean; // Could be false to support revoking certificates
dateOfCreation: string; // ISO date string

} | undefined
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An example API call would be GET

/api/education-record/KUrpNjyy_Ecr7zTfonDxy, which would return the
following JSON:

{

"id": "CA9dJNglKWYVw_BbNXrTr",

"dateOfCreation": "2021-07-25T21:10:26.000Z",

"recipientId": "c7db2bce-6d15-447f-9cb3-43a562a492dc",

"educatorId": "afac1d31-6c01-4619-961c-57dd260643ee",

"isValid": true,

"metadataCid": "TestMeta",

"smartContractAddress": "KT1ED9vYSBcnYiX6FJeHjCRKvddEiRkqNmF1"

}

This completes the loop in the verification process - this “microservice”
demonstrates the creation of a verified education record and the retrieval of
the record data from the blockchain.

The demo service can be found on Github, which can be run locally to test
this functionality.

4 Business Model
The current proposal covers the core verification protocol, built upon the
Tezos blockchain, and the overlying platform, which will create an ecosystem
for open education and employment.
We hope to continue development of the verification protocol as an
open-source framework for any organization to adopt. This means that other
platforms are free to use the verification information on the Tezos blockchain,
as well as work with educators and corporations to support the protocol. This
allows for the accelerated growth of a common verification standard, which
will ultimately generate additional interest in our platform of services.

Our source of revenue relies on the monetization of the platform built on this
open source verification protocol. There exist monetization opportunities with
all three distinct user-groups (educators, corporations, and individuals). In
many ways, our revenue streams are similar to that of LinkedIn.
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4.1 Educators
Our platform allows educators to promote their course o�erings, as well as
issue verification records to their students. Each of these features are
monetizable. We hope to adopt a SaaS model (charged either monthly or
yearly) priced specifically for educators. We would tier this model depending
on the reach of the educator. Some example tiers are:

➔ Individual Educators / Educational Startups (ex. A local bootcamp
provider)

➔ Mid-sized independent educational institutions (ex. Coursera)
➔ Large educational institutions (ex. A University)

Our SaaS customers would be able to create course o�erings within our
platform as well as issue verification records to students. As our cost
generally scales with the number of issued records, we would likely have an
issuing quota, with a per-unit cost after the quota is exceeded.

This monetization opportunity would likely be a freemium model - we would
enable smaller educational organizations the limited ability to host programs
and issue certificates without needing to pay.

4.2 Corporations
Similarly to educators, we o�er corporations the ability to post jobs on our
platform and the ability to issue records of employment to employees. As
such, we would adopt a similar freemium model for corporations. Corporate
customers would be able to unlock the opportunity for company recruiters to
directly message individuals on our platform as well as the ability for
managers to issue employment records.

4.3 Individuals
We expect individuals (i.e. students & job-seekers) to contribute the smallest
percentage of revenue, but there are some unique opportunities for
monetization.

We want to enable anyone to be a part of our platform. This means that
extensive functionality is available without needing to pay. That being said, we
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do want to o�er a “pro” tier for power users of our platform. This tier would
unlock features such as:

➔ The ability to discover and connect with recruiters from companies
(much like LinkedIn)

➔ Access to a private repository of courses
➔ Interview preparation
➔ Opportunities for personalized career coaching

5 User Acquisition
We believe that adoption of our platform relies on the growth of the
underlying open verification framework. We hope to leverage the rise of
distributed work and education driven by the pandemic. More specifically,
verification of educational records will be our initial focus for product
development and marketing e�orts. We hope that the inclusion of
blockchain-certified records on applicant resumes will eventually lead to
interest from corporations for the employment-related features of our
platform.

An increasing number of people are now turning to independent educational
organizations to create their own educational path, so these smaller
educational firms will serve as the target of our marketing. This is in contrast
to targeting larger institutions, such as universities, which have little incentive
to participate in the platform given their widespread recognition.

Our hope is to attract interest from third party educational providers that are
already involved in this space - for example, B9Lab. These providers are more
likely to understand the value of blockchain-based verification, and be more
willing to be an early adopter of the protocol.

Distribution of verified educational records will naturally market our platform
to individual students - as these records are easily verifiable on our webapp.
We hope that this will create a natural marketing funnel for individual learners
to onboard onto our ecosystem.

As individuals begin to familiarize themselves with our ecosystem of services,
we hope to enable the profile page functionality. This will enable users to
build their record of verified educational history. Our hope is that these profile
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links will become an integral part of one’s resume, leading to recognition from
hiring managers. This creates a natural onramp for corporate interest.

In summary, our strategy for growing the user base and ecosystem is:

1. Target distributed, independent organizations to adopt our open
verification framework.

2. Issuance of verification records will allow individuals to discover our
platform.

3. Individuals will be able to create their own LinkedIn-like profile on our
platform, which has inherent support for these verification records.

4. These profiles will ideally be used as part of employment applications,
leading to recognition from recruiters and hiring managers.

5. This recognition will help bolster interest in the hiring-related features
of our ecosystem (ex. The job board), driving growth in tandem with
feature development.

6 Team
Currently, I am the sole member on the team. With the help of the hackathon
organizers, I hope to be connected to other dedicated and talented individuals
within the space, as well as opportunities for mentorship to make this
concept a reality.

I am a final year Engineering Physics (+ Business Minor) student with a
diversity of experience within software engineering. My past internships
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include work in full-stack web development, native mobile development, as
well as backend feature development and infrastructure management. I have
recently begun exploring the blockchain space with a focus in Ethereum,
Tezos, and IPFS. My areas of proficiency are:

Front-End: React + Typescript
Back-End: Node.js, Python, with some experience in Golang
Mobile: Swift (native iOS), React Native
Infrastructure: AWS, Google Cloud, Redis, Kubernetes, Docker

My online profiles can be found at the following links:
➔ Personal Portfolio
➔ LinkedIn
➔ Github

7 Roadmap & Future Goals
With the growing prominence of distributed education and work, I strongly
believe in the ability of the Tezos blockchain to provide both social good and
private financial value through the standardization of an open verification
protocol and the creation of a platform upon this protocol.

This whitepaper serves as the starting point of implementation, but this
system would not be possible without the help of the hackathon organizers.

From Tezos, I would love to leverage the help of Tezos developers to continue
the development of this open contract for verified education and employment
records.

From the organizers, I would love to be connected with resources and other
individuals that are relevant to the mission of this proposal.

Given buy-in from the organizers, I would like to begin putting together a team
to first develop a robust verification protocol, then identify an MVP for the
overarching platform. As feature development progresses, we would be able to
begin engaging in the first steps of our user acquisition plan.

With your help, we can enable the future of equitable education and
employment.
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